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ey now you end Chuck should have caught up of your sleep 
The evening after you were hero a crew from Australian CV was. When : told then 

about the eatzenbach memo they wanted a copy. It was not in the foler in which I keep 
it and from which you made acne copies. If you took it by accident I'd apareciete 
its return because I can make better copion from it than from copieo made from it. I 
can get a copy from Ladner, for example. Fortunately, because the DJ serial number was 
not inoluded and thus retrieval fro', what I got under .)IA would be a real job. 

as I had it, this DO copy was stapled to the holograph and the FBI copy and I'd 
added a few purple marks on the side. This is so you can distinguish it from any copy 
you made from it. I had already made a copy for you. 

If by any chance you have more than one copy of any record the probability is that 
by accident you took my "original." These copies I keep on my desk are not 1:Aerally 
originala. I keep them as I got them but where I can retrieve the actual originals it 
takes tiae and I an liwited in ny  access to and use of these actual originals. 

I hope your dhows were well received, as I think they should have been. 
If any was picked up I have seen nothing in the Wx Postand when I spoke to lardnor 

yesterea2r he had not mentioned any wire copy routed to him. 
"Inaide Edition," with which ny eta: experience was too much, aired a showseveral 

eaye ago quoting a former BMA staff umber as saying that the CIA had 9 to 11 informers 
on Garrison. I did not ee this. That I say is what i was told. :t nes aired locally the 
afternoon of the 48 hours show. 

Personally, without any records to support my opinion, I beliei that "informers" is 
the wrong word. ilore likely "sources" I& true and unexaggerated. I kno:4 the 131 had a 
couple. 

'_'honks and peat to you all, 

harold '11;eisoerg 


